
PhD = Pretty huge DickSlavery was a choice?Riding on a motorcycle nekkidBlackskinhead‘YENuclear Mysticism and Quantum PhysicsMade Hitler masturbateAfter 40, it’s all downhillFucking surreal DudeSALVADOR DALIGotta hit them angles“Best film of all time”When you just want people to love you, but you always fuck it upTrump’s faveCITIZEN KANEPick sometihng & mash it up with something else.This game, itselfWhen you’re high on life... Or LSDShit don’t make no sense.SURREALISMJust think for a minute, and be creative.A bloody tampon sculpture?Make a rubric to evaluate this shit.Whatever you wantWHAT IS ART?Just a lil’ sampleCatchphrases everywhereA beloved culture severely appropriatedEmpowering AFHIP HOPGetting riggety wrecked or schwiftyIf my grandpa could time travel… Just a bunch a Cronenbergs walkin’ aroundSnarky and Science-yRICK AND MORTYSquint real hard, and you’ll see it.Pretty much a 3D eye puzzleWhat the fuck am I looking at?Use your imagination.IMPRESSIONISM



The power of a sex tapeVoyeurism on a Whole. ‘Notha. Level.$1M house-hunting budget but you work part-timeKill me.REALITY TVRock me, Amadeus.Syphilis & white wigsWhen you’re brilliant & sometimes a dickHistorically dudesCLASSICAL COMPOSERSFat, short, brown legs need not apply.Dance until you die...or until you’re 25.Is that a sock in your tights?Indentured servitudeBALLETBanksies are all about money, duh.What I’d do with a can of spray paintSomething about rich kids and appropriationIt’s so raw.STREET ARTPrivileged kids everywhere singing about historyA DUEL!Lin-Manuel Miranda, you’re our only hope.Rap operaHAMILTONMore than just a fucked up faceA real painter’s painterAlso, communism.CubismPABLO PICASSOWelcome to the jungle, sweet child.Mullets n’ HairsprayMiddle Age: hits you like a NightrainRock n’ RollGUNS N’ ROSESAmericans don’t get linguisticsStuff in my pipeThe word is not the motherfucking thingFamous paintingC’EST NE PAS UN PIPE



Blue collar billionaires

Rhinestone jeans

When your dog dies, your 
wife leaves you & your 
pick-up breaks down

Not Dolly Parton

CONTEMPORARY 
COUNTRY MUSIC

Whoopi in a milkbath

The day John Lennon died

Zuckerberg’s unborn spawn

Old photographs

ANNIE LEIBOVITZ

Moats of bleach

FATALITY

Quarantine that bush meat!

Killa viruses

EBOLA

This effects like… everyone

This shit causes cancer.

Vaccines for all girls and 
boys

Genital warts-ish

HUMAN 
PAPILLOMAVIRUS 
(HPV)

The new and improved 
“shimmy”

Easily about sex

Like all things, this 
probably started in Africa

Twerking

LORDOSIS 
BEHAVIOR

Poor? Here, take these toxic 
drugs.

Better than turmeric

No one playing ‘hide-and-
go-seek” with the cure for 
cancer

It’s exxxpensive to be me.

ONCOLOGY DRUGS

Things that never get old: 
unvaccinated kids

God’s plan?

That ONE paper that was 
retracted for being 
horseshit

A self-limiting problem

ANTI-VAXXERS

Straight pseudoscience

Allergies? Try more pollen.

Rx: Take 4 sugar pellets 
when mercury is in 
retrograde

The air guitar of medicine

HOMEOPATHY



“Natural foods” grocery storesI think I can, I think I can, I think I can. I can’t.When you’re a dumb fuck.Cupping?PLACEBO EFFECTChina’s been on this for a milleniumA Big Pharma conspiracyEdward Jenner, milkmaids, smallpox - Go.Life saversVACCINESAll up in your genesYou have no idea. Unless you do.Electroshock therapy… don’t knock it ‘til you fry it.So fucking sadDEPRESSIONSome inner ear problemsYour out of office message (OOB)Let’s explain this with neuroscience, shall we?Only mostly deadOUT OF BODY EXPERIENCESAdd water, lemon, cayenne & voila! An ulcer.News as fake as a spray tanMagnetic bracelets, potatoes on your feet & cold-pressed juiceHave a liverHOW TO DETOX YOUR BODYThank Dog for laser hair removal.Beauty and the beastA genetic mutation that makes hair grow in unexpected placesHairy faceHYPERTRICHOSISThis has nothing to do with avocados.Molecules in a moley moley mole.Probably somehow contributing to why millenials can’t buy homes.6.02 x 1023AVOGADRO’S CONSTANTNumbers. Cool.LOOK AT ME! BEING IRRATIONAL!This goes on and on forever with no goddamn pattern.Pi and circumference3.14159265…



Another number? Shit.

Divine proportions

Artists, musicians and 
nature use the fuck outta 
this.

The golden ratio

1.618033989

“Why is there something 
rather than nothing?”

God is perfect.

Reasoning can be reduced 
to calculations.

Calculus: my baby.

GOTTFRIED LEIBINIZ

“Can you meet me 
halfway?” a tortoise asked 
Achilles.

Half of a pizza.  Half of that 
half.  Half of that...

If everything has a place, 
place too will have a place, 
and so on ad infinitum.

Reduction to absurdity

ZENO’S PARADOX

Win-Win Situation

Dealing with rational 
people.

Lose-Lose situation

Zero sum game

GAME THEORY

Hypotenuse not 
hippopotamus

SOH CAH TOA, bitches!

Some shit I’ll never be able 
to get out of my head

Angles not angels

TRIGONOMETRY

Nature loves this shit.

Succulents everywhere

Use the last two combined

Perfection.

GOLDEN RATIO

Does not apply.

Is this for real?

OMG this is EVERYTHING!

What even is this?

ABSTRACT MATHS

A2+ B2
 = C2 

Maths that feel like magic

When Einstein double 
checks your work

Triangles everywhere

PYTHAGOREAN 
THEORUM



P = NP

x = -b√±b2-4ac
2a

Penis length (in) x 2.54 = 
Penis length (cm) 

ΔS ≥ 0

MATHEMATICS IS 
BEYOND SEXY

Doing the same experiment 
over and over.

What’s probability got to 
do with it?

I’m 20-80% confident this 
answer is a winner (Boom. 
Confidence Interval)

Goddamn p values

FREQUENTIST 
STATISTICS

Using some math shit to 
dissect intuition

The “in between” of a Venn 
diagram

If this happens there’s 
____ % chance that the 
world will end.

If ________________ 
then ______________.

CONDITIONAL 
PROBABILITY

How fair is a coin toss 
anyway?

Dissecting a coin toss

Baller status: Using actual 
evidence in your 
calculations

Not THAT complicated

BAYESIAN 
INFERENCE

Shining from Orion’s 
armpit

Eventually, this will 
explode

Michael Keaton as a 
pulsating ball of gas

I’m a STAR, BITCH!

BETELGEUSE

Elon Musk vs. everyone

Cold as Chicago in January.

Momma E wants me to 
clean up, so I’m going to 
live with Uncle Mars!

It’s wet.

MARS

Not the center of the 
universe

Freddie Mercury knew

Intellectual gangsters give 
zero fucks about house 
arrest

The Bible is law.

GALILEO GALILEI

Gravity: wave or particle?

Physics does shit.

Physics explains shit your 
priest can’t - with a lot less 
molesting.

“LASERS”

LASER 
INTERFEROMETER 
GRAVITATIONAL WAVE 
OBSERVATORY



There’s only 1 Earth... in this 
version of reality

2 trillion galaxies

But, but...What about the 
aliens?

Literally, there’s no place 
like home.

RARE EARTH 
HYPOTHESIS

Infinite cloud space for cat 
videos

Harnessing the power of 
the sun MUAHAHA

That ball in the expensive 
vacuum? No. Not that.

More, XTRA, mega, lotsa 
power

DYSON SPHERE

The perfect distance from a 
star

Not too hot, not too cold

That hot spot where babies 
could be conceived

Ooo that’s just right…for 
Life.

GOLDILOCKS ZONE

A shit ton of neutrons

When its 30 billion 
degrees out

9 Billion degree fever on a 
1 second-old baby universe

What started the big bang

NEUTRINO 
DECOUPLING

Can’t hide your kids or 
your wife.

This is really, really big.

Pour a little out for big 
homie Stephen Hawking.

Sucks at everything

SUPERMASSIVE 
BLACKHOLE

No one knows if this is 
actually a real thing.

Super antisocial little 
fuckers

Fine.  Keep your secrets.

A hypothetical situation

STERILE NEUTRINOS

Harnessing all the power of 
our GALAXY!

Harnessing all the power of 
our star!

Do not relate this to the gd 
Kardashians.

Planetary civilizations

KARDASHEV SCALE

A giant water filter for all 
the garbage in the universe

We can make it if we try

I always feel like 
somebody’s watching me.

No evidence of life out 
there

THE FERMI PARADOX



And then what?

Sounds totally boring.

Sunscreen will not protect 
you in this one case. Just 
this once.

Everything smooths out.

INEXORABLE 
HEAT DEATH

The Big Crunch & Bounce

The Big RRRRIIIIP!

Entropy increases until 
everything pretty much 
dissolves.

There’s no hiding.

END OF THE 
UNIVERSE

I Love Lucy!

Your old boss

Homo erectus. Heh. Erectus.

Humans, apes and the like

HOMINIDS

Cancun minus all the vomit 
and AK47s

Reading, writing, maths

If the world had only ended 
in 2012...

Smarter than US in 2016

ANCIENT MAYANS

Yeah, pugs are cute, but 
man, they stink.

Dogs > Humans

What if humans were bred 
like dogs as cosmic 
punishment?

Fuck this.  I love dogs.

PUPPY MILLS

Look at this photograph.  
Every time I do it makes 
me… cringe

Live and let live.

Humans are turds that 
make fun of things other 
humans really enjoy.

RUDE

CRINGE CULTURE

Discrimination from many 
angles

The Oppression Olympics

Anyone but a cis-man. But 
what if he’s gay? White-
passing?

Religious

INTERSECTIONALITY

A fight against the enemies 
of Islam

Things TSA doesn’t wanna 
hear

A spiritual struggle within 
oneself

What’s in a name?

JIHAD



Criticism of this does not 
equal anti-semitism.

Follow the money.

Support of Palestine does 
not equal support of 
extremeism.

The fight for Jeruselum

ISRAEL

Knee deep in angry tweets

Unending rage at a 
nebulous idea

Bonus points for putting it 
on social media blast.

This is offensive.

CALL-OUT CULTURE

Sift through the bullshit.

Alex Jones in a tinfoil hat

Find the truth. All you 
Need: A Ph.D, $100,000, 
and 127 hours

Facts don’t matter.

THE POST-
TRUTH ERA

Beware the academic-
industrial complex.

Pay to play, motherfuckers!

What an Ivy League 
education can do for YOU!

Drowning

STUDENT LOANS

Let’s settle this shit right 
here!

Sensitive AF

Stoning women for being 
sluts.

Aggressive AF

HONOR CULTURE

The biggest victim award.

Help! I need protection!

Get your victim card by 
telling everyone your 
trauma.

Privilege is the enemy

VICTIMHOOD 
CULTURE

White ladies calling the 
cops

Words can’t hurt me.

Trigger warning? Like if 
you’re gonna shoot 
someone?

Don’t be violent

DIGNITY CULTURE

The Office set in 2019: 
Michael Scott would be 
fucked.

Add up over time.

All of you __________ 
look alike.

(Un)intentional slights

MICRO-
AGGRESSIONS



It’s true because it’s in a 
meme.

Propaganda

What can we learn here?

Got jokes

MEMES

Wearing a hoodie. More 
than a comfy fashion 
statement.

All Lives Matter.

That friend from high 
school that became a cop ... 
just cuz

No Lives Matter.

BLACK LIVES 
MATTER

When an 
interdepartmental memo is 
a bad idea.

An interesting Bumble 
profile

Excommunicated from the 
church liberalism

Google bros

JAMES DAMORE

What if it’s in a book?

Somethings best left 
unsaid

Edit literature, redact, and 
rewrite history. For 
posterity’s sake.

Not nice

RACIAL SLURS

When you believe in Jesus

Control over the Plebes

Sexually oppressed old 
men with a God complex?  I 
see no problem.

Nailed it.

CHRISTIANITY

Criticism of this does not 
equal Islamophobia.

Don’t draw the prophet 
Muhammed.

Wearing burqa when its 
110°F degrees outside

Most popular religion

ISLAM

Maybe we’re ALL aliens.

Grounds for divorce in my 
house

The sacred grounds of 
Machu Picchu, but with 
aliens.

A scientist’s nightmare

ANCIENT ALIENTS

Tiny little things

Move over, Lucy.

Scientists can disagree 
without wrecking 
everything.

Last human/chimp 
ancestor

ARDIPITHECUS 
RAMIDUS



Consent is still and always 
required.

Not a free-for-all, assholes

There are much worse 
things for a human to do.

Actual work

SEX WORK

What we should do with 
fuckers that hurt other 
people

The second crusade

Being taken advantage of 
in a vulnerable situation

Still fucking happening?

THE SEX TRADE

When sportswear 
companies pay you the big 
bucks

Football is brutal.

When you protest some 
bullshit at your job and get 
fired

Take a knee

COLIN KAEPERNICK

If the brain were a series of 
algorithms

Pretty much mind control

Fiber optic cables in the 
brain turning neurons on & 
off

Viruses in the brain

OPTOGENETICS

Build-a-Baby!

Actually happening.  Like 
now.

Who needs steroids when 
you’ve got genetic 
engineering?

Human Gods

GENE EDITING

“GMO’s still don’t cause 
cancer.”

“This shit was once living.”

How Americans feel about 
language: WHATEVS!

“Containing carbon”

THE WORD 
‘ORGANIC’

Space didn’t change Scott 
Kelly’s DNA sequence.

Genes & sex drive: turn on 
and off

Bad decisions might affect 
preconceived babies? Fuck.

Heritable, but don’t get 
crazy

EPIGENETICS

Homosexuality is biological

Humans have one, too.

Differences between male 
& female brains? 
NooOOOooo!

~ 8% of rams are gay.

THE SEXUALLY 
DIMORPHIC 
NUCLEUS



Mommy’s egg

Daddy’s sperm

Mommy’s special friend 
with a sexy cellular 
POWERHOUSE.

A real possibility

3 PEOPLE MAKING
A BABY

Any Seth Rogan movie.

Lighting trees on fire.

When the government 
chooses ignorance over 
science

Heat-activated.

CANNABIS

Famous scientists driving a 
bus cause they brokeAF

Cool, glowy stuff

When basic science 
discoveries effect the entire 
course of humanity

Undersea algae

GREEN 
FLUORESCENCT 
PROTEIN

Fuck cocaine. This is the tits.

World War II pilots

Crystal meth or ADHD 
meds? Same difference.

Amped up!

AMPHETAMINES

We don’t know what we’re 
doing. LULZ.

Treat yo’self... to a popsicle.

Cooking frozen turkey 
doesn’t bring it back to life.

Idiocracy.

CRYOGENICS

Scapegoat for creationists

Many small steps over 
time

My greatgreatgreatgreatgr
eatgreatgreatgreat 
grandaddy is pond scum.

Large scale

MACROEVOLUTION

> 33% sharks and rays are 
endangered.

Baybee sharks

Eating the belly out of a 
tuna like Golum

Extinct by 2048?

PELAGIC FISH

Black mold makes this.

EeGaDS! A cHeMIcaL!

All over your apple slices

Lemons

CITRIC ACID



Plants do it with a cell wall.

It’s nucLEAR not nucULAR

Centrioles look kinda like 
celery, amirite?

Lotsa goodies inside

CELL STRUCTURE

The Lizard Brain owns you.

Dopamine and shit

Doing things “just cuz”

WHYYYYY

MOTIVATED 
BEHAVIORS

War & Peace or Anna 
Karenina

Arguing with your wife

Hipster: vegetarian, 
dressed-down, 
photographer

Russian troll?

LEO TOLSTOY

Kung-Fu Kendrick Lamar

When u write real good-
like.

Games can change the 
world, too you know.

Fake News Award

PULITZER PRIZE

George Orwell - not an 
Orville brother or a 
Neville brother

Big Brother is always 
watching.

Mobilize the Plebes. Make 
them think.

A love story

1984

Does anyone remember 
what this was about?

10th grade English

The Bull of Heaven will 
punish you unless you kill 
it.

First story evarrrr

THE EPIC OF 
GILGAMESH

When you make the best 
out of a shitty situation

Stories from Nazi 
internment camps

“Humor was another of the  
soul’s weapons in the fight 
for self-preservation.”

Victor Frankl, not 
Frankenstein

MAN’S SEARCH 
FOR MEANING

In Search of Lost Time

Pain is Love - before the 
Ja Rule album

Stop wasting time. 
Appreciate your existence

Social success

MARCEL PROUST







The most famous patent 
clerk ever

When you marry your first 
cousin

Theory of Relativity, just 
riff on it. Go.

His wife was a scientist too, 
ya know.

ALBERT EINSTEIN

Subsidies help people, 
earth, and businesses.

Enough for a few billion 
years

More widely available once 
the fossil fuel lobby is 
outspent

Photovoltaic crystals

SOLAR ENERGY

What’s causing the 
universe to expand

Theoretically speaking…

Not everything is about 
racism, geez.

Shit you can’t even see.

DARK MATTER

Can’t forget where you 
come from

At the very beginning 
there was ________.

Why the fuck do I clean if 
everything exists in a 
complex pattern?

The butterfly effect

CHAOS THEORY

Hit ‘em with a hockey stick.

The lost city of Miami

Welcome, non-brown 
Climate Refugees!

The warm, wet truth

GLOBAL WARMING

No turtle eyes to catch all 
of the straws

Fishless Fishsticks

Stupid Hippies, cars don’t 
hurt the ocean!

CO2 --> bicarbonate

OCEAN 
ACIDIFICATION

Poor and hungry? Fuck 
you!

Carbon emission 
contributor

Homeless people that stay 
lawyered up

Helps no one

FOOD WASTE

Nobody: Instagram model: 
falls off cliff while 
snapping selfie

Wilderness prophet

“The clearest way into the 
Universe is through a 
forest wilderness.”

Fuckin’ Immigrant

JOHN MUIR



COST BENEFIT 
ANALYSIS



A turd hanging off of our 
government’s asshole

Corporatocracy

If money is free speech 
then I must be on mute

Money in politics

CITIZENS UNITED

You work hard? Cool story.

All the things are publicly 
owned

Is this necessary for the 
continuation of the human 
race? Please say no.

One time in college..

COMMUNISM

When seconds  = Millions 
of dollars

Algorithms that make 
money

Cocaine’s a hell of a drug. 
Nice loafers.

Rich get richer

STOCK MARKET

White-labeled software 
everywhere

All hands in all pockets

Like a Silicon Valley-based 
UBreakiFix for the financial 
system

New payment system? OK!

FIN-TECH 
EXPLOSION

Sheriff of Nottingham

Business as usual

When your milkshake 
brings all the boys to the 
yard, you have to charge.

Sandbox negotiations

TRADE TARIFFS

If you can play, you can 
vote, motherfucker.

What’s my prize?!

Money doesn’t buy 
happiness but it CAN buy 
_____________.

Random

LOTTERY

Don’t stop. Get it. Get it.

Every company for 
themselves

The free market will 
regulate all of this.

Free-for-all

ANARCHO-
CAPITALISM

80% of the work done by 
20% of the workers

Move around some 
resources

No one can get better 
without someone getting 
worse.

Equilibrium

PARETO EFFICIENCY



The Conquest of Bread

No such thing as private 
property

There’s plenty for 
everyone. On opposite day.

No money, thank you.

ANARCHO-
COMMUNISM

Let them eat that 
CAKECAKECAKECAKE - or 
the rich. Whichever.

Just a few beheadedings

::slaps roof:: This bad boy 
can fit so much income 
inequality

Riches get stiches

FRENCH 
REVOLUTION

Watching the shit all fall 
down

Pushing a rock up a hill

The moral: GOD WILL 
PUNISH YOU. #Karma

Thought he was smart

SISYPHUS

When the legal system 
gets something right

Successful mutiny

Steven Spielberg and a lot 
of frilly shirts

Anachronisms

AMISTAD

Einstein thought he was 
aight.

19-year old hipster model

When you the best, but 
naughtiest student in class

Killed millions

JOSEPH STALIN

Please m’lords. The 
villagers need food!

A future possibility

A village where you work, 
live & search the interwebs 
in Mountainview, CA.

Serfs and landowners

FEUDALISM

A conspiracy theorist’s 
delight

No, for real for real.

The government was trying 
to control some brainz

Secret CIA organization

MK ULTRA

Cut welfare, stop the 
unions & privatize the 
railroads!

When you got a LOTTA 
Haters

Meryl Streep as seen in 
Death Becomes Her.

The Iron Lady

MARGARET 
THATCHER



Private spending will grow 
the economy.

The Road to Serfdom

The system gets all fucked 
it all up when you mess 
with it.

Don’t touch that!

FRIEDRICH HAYEK

Let’s colonize the fuck out 
of this joint.

Finder’s keepers

“Explore” meaning rape, 
pillage, and plunder

Grab ‘em by the Power

CONQUISTADORS

Controversial AF

The Greatest Depression

With four terms as 
president… shoot.

Fuck prohibition

FRANKLIN D. 
ROOSEVELT

Motherfuckers turned to 
fossils.

4-6 meters of volcanic ash

Volcanoes don’t give a 
fuuuuuuck.

Killer eruption

POMPEII

Meteors.  Gotta watch out 
for ‘em.

65 million years ago

Jesus did not ride.

Old school birds

DINOSAURS

What is a human life 
worth?

When your ancestors were 
asshats.

Mammals owning other 
mammals as pets and 
tools.

Shitty Things Humans Did: 
Volume 1

THE SLAVE TRADE

Question authority, get 
murked.

Fuck you, pay me, peasant!

Ever ask yourself: Who’s 
my Lord now?

1100s -1453 AD

MIDDLE AGES

Seemed pretty nice…water, 
wine & whatnot.

Probably browner than you 
think

What would that 23 and 
Me profile look like?

Regular son of God

THE MESSIAH



Martin Luther.  Not King

Weird church stuff

I’m sick of this shit. Let’s 
start a new game.

Change positions.

REFORMATION

I’d like to say a few words 
about my husband, Barack 
Obama…

Be Best

I don’t really care, DO U?

Model First Lady

MELANIA TRUMP

When you think you’re 
smarter than everyone else

The Plebes don’t need the 
truth.

Lies are totes fine if you’re 
being efficient.

Master manipulator

NICCOLO 
MACHIAVELLI

Heart eyes Dennis Rodman

Kill your uncle, NBD

Fuck everyone!  ::Looks for 
the Nuke button, but 
doesn’t have one. Pouts::

Little rocket man

KIM JONG UN

More to gain: scientists or 
corporations?

This smells great! Said no 
one ever.

The new gravy train is 
cannabis...ask John 
Boehner.

Cancer? Meh. 
Money? Heart eyes.

THE TOBACCO 
LOBBY

When anti-fascism turns to 
fascism

Somebody’s getting 
murked

I bet artificial general 
intelligence could fix that 
right up

Tolerating intolerance

THE PARADOX OF 
TOLERANCE

Disenfranchised yellow 
vests

Traditional values

Homophobics, white 
supremacists, & 
creationists holding hands

Nationalism

ALT-RIGHT

Tolerant of everyone, 
except if you disagree.

Everyone’s a racist.

Academic elitists, 
snowflakes, & rich climate 
scientists singing kumbaya

Globalism

FAR-LEFT



When you ask your wiretap 
for a chocolate chip cookie 
recipe

With love, Your corporate 
overlords

15 minutes of privacy 
vs 15 minutes of fame

Hand-held devices

SURVEILLANCE

A human’s gotta make 
some rules around here.

A global situation

Everyone has a right to an 
opinion. Even if it’s dumb.

It’s universal

DECLARATION OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS

Between Caesar Augustus 
and Marcus Aurelius

When you have decent 
rulers

When you already 
conquered everything

A long period of peace

PAX ROMANA

When you’re an 
indisputable hero

The definition of 
Ride or Die

A face that SHOULD be on 
the $20 bill

The Underground

HARRIET TUBMAN

A game-y flavor of 
communism

Gotta put some peasants in 
there.

“Political power grows out 
of the barrel of a gun”

Small farms

MAOISM

Sheeple = people

Fucks with your head

Don’t follow the fucking 
crowd.

Experimental shit

ANSCH 
CONFORMITY 
EXPERIMENT

Purely for procreation

Not as simple as it seems

It feels good, but this is 
probably obsolete.

Sells

SEX

Trump ALL DAY

Argue a point with logic, 
please.

Is pointing out a logical 
fallacy an argument from 
authority?

Your rationale is shite

LOGICAL FALLACY



Cock & Ball Torture, if 
you’re into kink.

I might change my mind

Try this when memes don’t 
fix your depression

A tool

COGNITIVE 
BEHAVIORAL 
THERAPY (CBT)

Human behavior is innate 
and determined by biology

Human neural circuit data 
needed

A subject so terrifying, we 
don’t even speak of it!

Incomplete theories 
everywhere

EVOLUTIONARY 
PSYCHOLOGY

We all wanna be loved.

The internet isn’t a 
necessity?

Self-Actualization all up in 
your momma’s basement

Pyramid scheme

MASLOW’S 
HIERARCHY OF 
NEEDS

Cannabis hurts? Cannabis 
helps?

A real mind fuck

This is all in your head.  Or 
is it?

Losing touch with reality

SCHIZOPHRENIA

Everyone draw ME. (Person 
who threw the card)

Perfect place for a selfie

Pathologically seeking 
attention cause you’re dead 
inside

This is all about ME.

NARCISSISM

When “hard” science meets 
“soft” science

A fucking shakedown

Science doesn’t give a fuck 
about your feelings.

Scientific AF

THE SOKAL 
OPERATION

A real, lasting pain

The force is strong

Why criticism hurts more 
than praise feels good

Adrenaline junkies

NEGATIVITY BIAS

Canadians: usually known 
for their vile hatespeech

Love to hate ‘em

Telling a grown-ass man to 
clean his room

Lobster man

JORDAN PETERSON



Roulette, craps, blackjack, 
poker, or dog races

Here.  Take all my money, 
Vegas.

That one single uncle you 
have who blows his whole 
paycheck at the boat

Addictive

GAMBLING

The brain isn’t like a 
(modern day) computer

Make up your mind.

This is going to fuck us all 
up if we think about it for 
too long.

Ask Google

DO WE HAVE 
FREE WILL?

When your brain is 
programmed to do ‘sinful’ 
things

Happening since the 
beginning of sex.

Erections aren’t that hard... 
to study compared to 
female sex behaviors

Animals just do it.

GAY SEX

A computer might be able 
to figure this out

Try meditation

When self-awareness just 
ain’t enough

Shit is hard to explain.

CONCIOUSNESS

When you love someone 
who’s kinda fucked up

Psychobabble

Hold on. I’m not sure this is 
actually a bad thing

A dysfunctional 
relationship

CODEPENDENCY

Somebody else  handle 
this.

Sure as hell ain’t MY job

When Little Red Hen 
shares her bread with those 
other fuckers

Corporate welfare

SOCIAL LOAFING

A psychopath

A narcissist

The opposite of empathetic 
and altruistic

A master manipulator

DARK TRIAD OF 
PERSONALITY

Cashiers now.  Truck drivers 
tomorrow.

Takes all ur jobs

When your DJ skillz ain’t 
shit no more

Slowly but surely

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE



Humans will go extinct 
before we figure shit out.

Doesn’t really matter

Future humans won’t give a 
fuck about the past.

Are we in The Matrix?

SIMULATION 
ARGUMENT

Humans won’t know the 
difference

When you’re bleeding cash

How is this going to play 
out in the long run?

A Google project

DEEP MIND

The reason the internet is 
still free

Free information for all

The most badass of nerds: 
arrested for downloading 
journal articles

Saint Reddit

AARON SWARTZ

Computer, run diagnostics.

A checklist of symptoms

When your bedside 
manner is insensitive AF.

Dr. Computer

IBM WATSON

OMG I just ate DNA. Am I 
gonna die?

A GMO tomato that doesn’t 
exist

Increased pesticide use, 
natural food marketing 
ploys, or all of the above

Seedless watermelons

GENETICALLY 
MODIFIED 
ORGANISMS

Teleportation for 
information  
(I.e., “PACKETS”)

Trolls, porn, and cats on a 
wire

Progress will be halted if 
this is controlled by 
corporations.

Free, for now

THE INTERNET

Like all technology, this 
could be good or bad.

Watch where you put that 
data.

Wearing your activity 
monitor while 
masturbating

Measuring body stuff

BIOMETRICS

Programmed by humans 
for humans

Every computer in the 
world

9/10ths of the law 
nowadays

Some maths you don’t 
know

ALGORITHMS



Everything is data

Computer language

Getting ads on social 
media for the socks you 
were talking about

Everything in binary

1S AND 0S

No reason to leave mom’s 
basement

Just add sex robots

Honey, mind if I wear this 
while we do it?

Demolition Man.

VIRTUAL 
REALITY PORN

You really can be anything 
you want to be

This gives me trust issues.

A true dickhead: a cell from 
your penis made into a 
neuron

Cells can change.

PLURIPOTENT 
STEM CELLS

Carpal tunnel or myopia 
- you pick

Shuttin’ this shit down

More wearables coming 
your way

Epic fail

GOOGLE GLASS

Scientists developing 
deadly technology, nbd.

Hindsight is 20/20

Stupid Shit Humans Did: 
Volume 2

‘MURICA

HIROSHIMA

If I could go to any time...

A hot tub time machine

Go back in time to kill 
gramps, & you won’t exist 
to kill him in the 1st place.

Sergei Krivalev & time 
dilation

TIME TRAVEL

Better than a long eared 
rodent with a drum

Nuclear power: renewable 
or not?

How to charge people 
money for shit they can get 
for free

Shit don’t ever stop.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Grandma, used to use fuel 
made from fossils?! LOLOL

The reason for the 
industrial revolution

Man makes fire.  Man burns 
down the world. Women go 
to Mars.

Car goes vroom vroom.

COMBUSTION 
ENGINES



How about a surveillance 
device?

It’s a bomb.

Facial recognition software.  
This should scare you.

Special delivery!

DRONES

Using brain waves to make 
magic

Making eyeballs roll

There’s a device that could 
make this a reality.

Move shit with yo MIND!

TELEKINESIS

An improvement on the 
Model T

A supremely sexy sports 
car

When you hear your name 
in rap lyrics

9.9 out of 10

THE MODEL S

How everyone can be good 
at hunting

Can we be serious for a 
second?

When a well-informed 
militia is more powerful 
than an AK47

Technological advancement

AUTOMATIC 
WEAPONS

How geeked you are about 
the new iphone

Hypeman 5000

Over/underestimating the 
effect of a tech in the 
short/long run

The Hype Cycle

AMARA’S LAW

Purposeless chaos

Stuff that makes me laugh

A quest to find meaning 
despite the obvious 
lackthereof

Albert Camus

ABSURDISM

Your FACE is a logical 
fallacy!

DEFLECT! DEFLECT!

It’d be great if we could 
stick to the argument at 
hand

Against the man

AD HOMINEM

“Whereof one cannot 
speak, thereof one must be 
silent.”

Betrand Russel’s buddy

[The aim in philosophy is] 
to show the fly out of the 
fly bottle.

People think in pictures.

LUDWIG 
WITTGENSTEIN



We are each of us stronger 
than we think

Hope only lifts you up for a 
fall

Can’t deal? “You need 
only turn over your wrists” 
- Seneca

Fuck a consolation prize

THE STOICS

Preachin’ separation of 
Church & State

Think: Black Lives Matter in 
the 1700s

Jailed for talking MAD shit 
on the Government 
#GETLIKEVOLTAIRE

Not a Christian

VOLTAIRE

“We are but Blockheads”

Talkin’bout limp dicks

The least pretentious 
pretentious guy ever

Funny, smart guy

MICHEL DE 
MONTAIGNE

Music is the purest form of 
Art.

Everything is about sex.

Let’s combine our DNA & 
hate each other later.

Not sexy German dude

ART 
SCHOPENHAUER

Alcohol and religion numb 
everything.

God is dead

“There are no facts - only 
interpretations”

Ubermensch (superman)

FRIEDRICH 
NIETZSCHE

You control your fate. 
Mostly.

Status Quo = BULLSHIT

We are free to be 
WHATEVER we choose, and 
that’s scary.

JP Sartre’s The Dude.

BAD FAITH

God is good.

Take a leap of faith

Wake the fuck up. Life’s 
funny.

Existential Zaddy

SØREN 
KIERKEGAARD

Logic only works for a few 
people

We need to get feelings 
right

Truth springs from 
argument amongst friends.

Public intellectual

DAVID HUME



Guns don’t kill people, & 
toasters don’t toast toast

A → B
B → C then A → C

If Trump is an idiot & idiots 
shouldn’t be President, 
then...

Deductive reasoning

SYLLOGISM

Epistemology: How the 
Fuck?

Causality: Why the fuck?

Phenomenology: The Fuck.

Ontology: WTF?

PHILOSOPHY
 FAQ

Human nature is not fixed

Power & knowledge

A big old pillar for 
feminism & 
intersectionality

More turtlenecks than 
Steve Jobs

MICHEL FOCAULT

You done fucked up.

Baby grows up to be Ted 
Bundy

When you THINK you know 
the impact of your actions

Saving a baby from a 
burning building

MORAL 
CLUELESSNESS

On the rise since 2013

Just know that this is “Bad”

Look at me.  Saying words. 
Solving problems. Lalala.

Not very specific

THE WORD 
‘PROBLEMATIC’

If you have food to eat, 
your brain works better

Not Michael Flynn

Maybe if we tell people
the brain is an app 
they’ll use it.

Magical increases in IQ

THE FLYNN EFFECT

Don’t mention race…unless 
you want to die on this hill.

What does this REALLY 
mean?

IQ is irrelevant. Einstein 
had an IQ of 50. Wait… that 
can’t be right.

Liberal elite kryptonite

INTELLIGENCE 
TESTING

It’s the 1950s: Smoking 
won’t harm you.

The value of this is 
questionable

Repeating something over 
and over until people 
believe it

Not-so common sense

CONVENTIONAL 
WISDOM



Thinking about thinking

Not episiotomy

You don’t know what you 
don’t know.

How does this shit work?

EPISTEMOLOGY

A trait and a state

Catharsis

Shut the fuck up, you 
cheerful son of a bitch.

#Blessed

GRATTITUDE

When God makes special 
time *just* for you

I got no strings to hold 
me up!

When Godzilla comes 
crashing through Sim City

A sign from above

DIVINE 
INTERVENTION

The fundamental nature of 
reality

Why does the world exist?

No one really understands 
this.  It’s crazy.

A bottomless abyss

METAPHYSICS

Inigo Montoya 
doppleganger

Faith in logic, not God.

When your mind is 
separate from that hot bod. 
#DUALISM

I think, therefore I am.

RENE DESCARTES

When humans get together 
and agree on some shit.

What do you think?

I don’t know much, but I 
know I love you.  And that 
may be all I need to know.

I Kant even

MORALITY

Put this on a hill and you 
have a slope that’s slippery 
AF.

Not a new thing.

Probably not the best for a 
yeast infection, but it’s 
your pussy.

Oil.  From a coconut. 
Not magic.

COCONUT OIL

Transhumanism: Beyond 
the human body

The singularity is near.

“Inventing is like surfing.  
You have to catch the 
wave.”

Big time cryonics guy

RAY KURZWEIL



Mexicans can climb walls.

Outnumbered 10 fold+

Davy Crockett kicking the 
bucket with old Bowie knife

The war for Texas

REMEMBER THE 
ALAMO

Encourage debate. 
Censoring & blocking 
people is trash.

Try on a new different 
hypotheses.

Occam’s Razor: The 
simplest (& accurate) 
explanation is the winner.

Quantify it. 
Add measurements.

BALONEY 
DETECTION KIT

Elizabeth Warren and a 
DNA test

Captured Powhatan 
Princess

Add in a cute little dog and 
a rabid ring-tailed fucker, 
and it’s all gravy.

This made it to home DVD.

POCAHONTAS

Just put opioids in the 
water already

Could be good.  
Probably bad.

Rat moms will take more 
than rat non-moms, if it’s 
easy to get.

Just chemicals

DRUGS

Hollow, single-atom 
cylinders

Like micropenis? You’ll love 
nanopeen.

Like nanoparticles, but 
longer.

A tiny straw

NANOTUBLES

“One is not born, but rather 
becomes, a woman.”

The second wave of 
feminism

“Women are 
fundamentally free to 
reject males’ stereotypes of 
beauty”

The Second Sex

SIMONE DE 
BEAUVOIR

Thousands of Facebook 
friends

150, supposedly

When the number of 
intimate relationships u 
ACTUALLY have = 0

How many pals can u has?

DUNBAR’S NUMBER

Climate solutions don’t 
have to destroy the 
economy

#ActualLivingScientist & a 
Christian

You can fight climate 
change by talking about it. 
Start from the heart.

A Shill for Momma Earth

KATHARINE HAYHOE



“Oil tycoons” is an actual 
term for a reason.

Talkin’ bout this since 
Lyndon B. Johnson

Have you seen that oil spill 
in the ocean? I remember 
when shrimp was oil free.

A NON-renewable 
resource

FOSSIL FUELS

Wolves, dolphins, and 
chimpanzees do it.

Tragedy of the commons

“The only thing that will 
redeem mankind...” - 
Betrand Russell

Finding common ground

COOPERATION


